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The rise in rate of burglary & other crimes means thereâ€™s no predicting who the next victim would be.
With the bad guys becoming smarter & the police being none the wiser itâ€™s better to safeguard
yourself now than repent later. Hence the need for a sophisticated & trustworthy home alarm
security system arises. We all canâ€™t sit at homes all day guarding our family against thieves & house-
breaks, can we? Contemporary alarm systems are built to suit the needs of the working professional
who may leave the home for days on end while on a business trip. With the right alarm system for
homes, one can easily be travel abroad assured of the safety of their abode.

The basic security system so to speak is having an intercom installed which alerts you of the identity
of the visitor & lets you take the decision of whether you want them in or not. Nowadays with video
intercoms itâ€™s become easier to recognize the visitor & ensure no stranger ever steps inside. But
what about when you are not home or sleeping at night? Thereâ€™s no one to answer the intercom &
any burglar might break in easily! To avoid that we need a home burglar alarm that alerts the owner
in case of break-in. speaking of alarms you have a wide choice depending on the type of house you
live in. There are door & window contacts which get activated as soon as either opens. So when you
leave the house after locking every door & window you can be sure that no one can step in without
creating a ruckus anyway!

If you wish to further enhance your security you can go for sensitive motion detectors that as the
name suggests can detect any kind of movement in the area of installation. You can activate these
at night before you sleep so no night time visitor goes unnoticed. However be sure to deactivate
them before you sneak out for your midnight snack! Also if you own pets then ensure that the home
burglar alarm is immune to them. Mostly these motion detectors do not get activated for weights as
less as 40-100lbs. With advanced alarm systems for homes a buyer is spoiled for choice. You even
have the choice of alarm like a high pitched siren that can be installed inside the house to warn the
resident or directed outside if you are not home to alert the neighbours.

If you are already looking for a good home security company, Centex Security is a reliable choice.
With their smart technology & excellent handling of emergency situations, you get the best deal in
alarm systems for homes.
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